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Abstract
Protein multitasking or moonlighting is the capability of certain proteins to execute two or more unique
biological functions. This ability to perform moonlighting functions helps us to understand one of the ways
used by cells to perform many complex functions with a limited number of genes. Usually, moonlighting
proteins are revealed experimentally by serendipity, and the proteins described probably represent just the
tip of the iceberg. It would be helpful if bioinformatics could predict protein multifunctionality, especially
because of the large amounts of sequences coming from genome projects. In the present article, we describe
several approaches that use sequences, structures, interactomics and current bioinformatics algorithms
and programs to try to overcome this problem. The sequence analysis has been performed: (i) by remote
homology searches using PSI-BLAST, (ii) by the detection of functional motifs, and (iii) by the co-evolutionary
relationship between amino acids. Programs designed to identify functional motifs/domains are basically
oriented to detect the main function, but usually fail in the detection of secondary ones. Remote homology
searches such as PSI-BLAST seem to be more versatile in this task, and it is a good complement for the
information obtained from protein–protein interaction (PPI) databases. Structural information and mutation
correlation analysis can help us to map the functional sites. Mutation correlation analysis can be used only
in very restricted situations, but can suggest how the evolutionary process of the acquisition of the second
function took place.

Introduction
Multitasking or moonlighting proteins refer to those
proteins in which two or more distinct biological functions
are performed by the same single polypeptide chain.
Moonlighting proteins present alternative functions which
are mostly related to cellular localization, cell type, oligomeric
state, concentration of cellular ligands, substrates, cofactors,
products or post-translational modifications [1–10]. In many
cases, a protein uses a combination of these mechanisms to
switch between functions. Although some findings suggest
involvement of a protein in extra functions, i.e. they can
be found in different cellular localizations or in amounts
exceeding those required for their canonical function,
moonlighting proteins are usually revealed experimentally
by serendipity. Therefore any alternative method to identify
moonlighting proteins would be valuable. During the
development of our previous work, aimed at trying to find
bioinformatics approaches to predict multitasking proteins,
we encountered the difficulty of collecting enough examples
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of such proteins because of the lack of a broad database, thus
we have collected and compiled a database of multifunctional
proteins: MultitaskProtDB [11].

In previous studies, we have explored the possibility
of identifying moonlighting proteins using bioinformat-
ics approaches [12,13]. Protein–protein interaction (PPI)
databases should contain information on moonlighting
proteins and could provide suggestions for further analysis
in order to prove the multifunctionality [13,14]. It is
generally considered that experimental data from proteomics
contain many false positives, estimated to be up to ∼20 %,
which may induce proteomics researchers to consider most
of the unexpected partners as false positives. We have
screened different algorithms using the MultitaskProtDB
database as a benchmark and suggest the best combination
of programs to predict multitasking proteins. However,
although bioinformatics analyses can help to disclose
multifunctional proteins for the moment, true moonlighting
proteins need to be verified experimentally.

Databases
The database of multifunctional proteins, MultitaskProtDB
[11], is accessible at http://wallace.uab.es/multitask/.
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Table 1 Examples of moonlighting protein prediction combining PPI databases and BYPASS

Canonical function Moonlighting function

PPI partners (only some are

shown)

BYPASS output (only some are

shown)

Phosphoglucose isomerase Neurotrophic factor;

neuroleukin; autocrine

motility factor; nerve

growth factor

GO:4842, autocrine motility factor

receptor 2; GO:31994, insulin-like

growth factor-binding protein 3

giI17380385; glucose-6-phosphate

isomerase; autocrine motility

factor; neuroleukin

Pyruvate kinase Thyroid hormone-binding

protein

GO:3707, nuclear hormone receptor

member nhr-111; GO:9914 sex

hormone-binding globulin;

GO:5179, atrial natriuretic factor

giI20178296; pyruvate kinase

isoenzymes; cytosolic thyroid

hormone-binding protein

Ribosomal protein S3 (human) Apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP)

endonuclease

GO:31571, DNA damage-binding

protein 1; GO:3735, S27 ribosomal

protein

giI290275; ribosomal protein S3; AP

endonuclease DNA repair

Ure2 Glutathione peroxidase GO:6808, nitrogen regulatory protein giI173152; gi449015276; GST-like

protein; nitrogen catabolite

repression transcriptional regulator

PPI partners for the moonlighting proteins have
been checked in the APID (Agile Protein Interac-
tion DataAnalyzer) server [15] at http://bioinfow.dep.
usal.es/apid/index.htm. We have considered that proteomics
data disclose the second function of a moonlighting protein
if the PPI database identifies a molecular function or, in
some cases, a biological process according to the Gene
Ontology annotation (http://www.geneontology.org) upon
an ontology-enrichment analysis using the GOStat R package
[16] as reported previously [13].

Protein sequence analyses
Remote homology analysis on a non-redundant
database was carried out using PSI-BLAST [17]
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST). The search was
performed with default settings with a maximum of five
iterations. Up to 100 hits with E-value scores better than
0.01 and with functional annotation were inspected in order
to check whether they show canonical and moonlighting
annotations, the last in any position of the final output.
Because true biological hits can be found, not in the top
positions, but in lower positions, we have rearranged the
BLAST/PSI-BLAST output by means of the BYPASS fuzzy
logic program at http://bypass.uab.cat/wiki/ [18].

Motif and domain screening was performed using InterPro
[19], accessible at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/pfa/iprscan/.
Blocks [20] (http://blocks.fhcrc.org), a database of protein
alignment blocks, was also used. In theory, it is more advisable
to use InterPro because Blocks has not been updated since
2006. However, we considered it an interesting task to carry
out searches with Blocks because this tool is a non-curated
database that can disclose several signatures related to more
than one function (which is a characteristic of moonlighting

proteins), whereas InterPro databases have been programmed
for an accurate identification of the major motif/domain.

Mapping the structural/functional sites
on the protein sequence from homology to
3D structures
To check whether the main structural/functional sites for both
functions can be disclosed from the protein sequence, we
have used PiSITE [21] (http://pisite.hgc.jp/), a program for
mapping them. PiSITE works by aligning the query protein
sequence with those present in the PDB.

Interactomics database searches
We have proposed previously that PPI databases should
contain information on moonlighting proteins and provide
suggestions for further analyses in order to prove their
multitasking properties [13]. Column 3 of Table 1 shows
some examples of disclosing the moonlighting function.
Nevertheless, the number of interaction partners found in the
PPI databases can be high. Therefore to pick the true partners
is not an easy task if the researcher has no additional hints.
We have found that, by crossing PPI database information
and remote homology searches, the accuracy of the results is
improved (see Table 1).

Remote homology searches
The remote homology algorithm PSI-BLAST identifies
stretches of amino acid residues from different domains,
therefore it is suitable to disclose moonlighting proteins
[12,22]. As in the PPI database searches, the output depicts
a large list of hits and the researcher does not know a priori
which of them will be true positives, and it is the careful
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analysis of the different predictions and the experimental
data that can suggest a true hit. Column 4 of Table 1
shows some examples of moonlighting proteins identified
by remote homology. From the 288 moonlighting proteins of
the MultitaskProtDB database, PSI-BLAST identifies 42 %
of them. However, only 8 % of the moonlighting proteins of
the database are identified by PSI-BLAST and InterPro at the
same time.

Combining interactomics database and
PSI-BLAST/BYPASS searches
Some 250 proteins from the MultitaskProtDB database
reported partners in the APID PPI server. As stated above,
each moonlighting protein can present a large set of putative
PPI partners and also a large output of putative remote
homologues from the PSI-BLAST algorithm. We have
manually inspected both outputs to check whether those
proteins present in both lists match the canonical and
moonlighting functions of the query protein in order to
narrow the number of candidate hits. This careful inspection
has been necessary because there is a problem related to the
different annotation descriptors depicted by both outputs.
Most BLAST/PSI-BLAST outputs from sequence alignments
do not report semantic curated annotations, whereas many
PPI databases usually have GO annotations. This fact
complicates the automatic matching of the outputs. We
suggest to take as putative positive matches those describing a
function in any position of the PSI-BLAST/BYPASS output
that matches with a PPI database partner, as shown in the
examples in Table 1. To design a program able to automatically
match both outputs would be very useful. Moreover, current
GO annotations contain only ∼9500 molecular functions, so
most functional annotations from sequence databases cannot
be found at GO. Therefore, at present, it is advisable to
perform a manual inspection of the outputs.

To combine the outputs of interaction partners and remote
homologues from PSI-BLAST is the best approach for
reducing the sometimes large outputs from both servers
and to improve the bioinformatics prediction of putative
moonlighting proteins. Upon overlapping PSI-BLAST and
interaction databases, ∼50 % of the moonlighting proteins
from our database can be predicted. Table 1 shows some
examples of proteins whose moonlighting function is
disclosed by the partners found by interactomics and also
using the PSI-BLAST algorithm.

Sequence searches using motif/domain
programs
Searching for different motifs/domains linked to each
different function in a target protein sequence using InterPro
can help to identify moonlighting proteins. However, there
are two main problems: (i) the relatively low number
of domains and signatures currently known, and (ii) the
current version of InterPro programs such as PROSITE

have been programmed for a more accurate prediction of
the major motif/domain, but loses less scored signatures.
This would explain the fact that, on using InterPro on the
MultitaskProtDB proteins, it discloses the canonical function
in 64 % of them, but the moonlighting function in only 8 %
of cases. These are also the few cases in which PSI-BLAST
and InterPro identify both functions. For instance, a clas-
sical moonlighting example is glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GAPDH)/uracil DNA glycosylase (UDG),
in which the PSI-BLAST output discloses both functions
with high scores, but InterPro fails and only identifies a
motif for this protein. However, they are identified by Blocks.
The fact that pattern detection of secondary function using
obsolete systems such as Blocks is better than using more
modern and refined ones made us think that this phenomenon
may be due to a problem between sensitivity and specificity.
Pattern detection tools traditionally have been developed to
have a good ratio between specificity and sensitivity. When
a gold-standard dataset is built to train these applications,
it is usually assumed that all of the proteins included in
the database have only a unique function. Therefore, if this
assumption is not true, as is the case for multifunctional
proteins, we are actually making a bias in terms of loss of
sensitivity, so that the tools tend to detect a low number
of secondary functions. In this sense, the trend of using
very curated seeds of sequences to build these patterns could
explain why obsolete tools such as Blocks are more effective
to detect secondary functions. If so, this would indicate that
to detect such secondary functions of proteins, tools such as
BLAST or PSI-BLAST can be appropriate, because they are
not dependent on the pre-existence of previously constructed
patterns with a limited seed.

Mutation correlation analyses
Co-evolution studies of catalytic amino acids, also termed
mutation correlation networks, have been used to predict
key catalytic residues of enzymes. We have checked whether
the MISTIC server [23] can help to predict moonlighting
proteins. The main limitation of algorithms such as MISTIC
is that they require a large multi-alignment; however, current
families of moonlighting proteins are scarce, with enolases
being the best example. We have analysed the correlation
matrix of the amino acids of enolase with the extra function
of binding to plasminogen, including them in a set of enolases
with less than 35 % identity. At the same time, we have
compared the same set of enolases, removing all those that
bind plasminogen, except for the one used as a sequence
reference. As shown in Figures 1(b) and 1(c), the correlation
is lost in the C-terminal region, a major binding site for
plasminogen, owing to the interaction introduced by the
architecture that distorts the previous net of dependencies
among the amino acids. Still, some distortions are also
spread around position 250, another region involved in the
interaction. This region is clearly flanking the loop that
interacts with plasminogen. That is, the acquisition of new
functions seems not to be confined to amino acids normally
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Figure 1 Some examples of the tools used for moonlighting protein prediction

(a) Interactomics analyses. (b) Correlations of the enolase muti-alignment with (1), considering all proteins and (2), without

moonlighting proteins. (c) Comparison of putative plasminogen-binding sites. The functional sites of plasminogen are shown

in blue and yellow according to [24].

associated with the binding pattern, but it may involve more
global changes in the protein.

Mapping the structural/functional sites on
the protein sequence from homology to 3D
structures
We have used PiSITE [21] with the MultitaskProtDB
database. The main limitation of this program is that
it requires that the query protein, or a domain from
it, must have a significant similar amino acid stretch in
the PDB. Nevertheless the program has identified 266
PDB hits and, in addition to the canonical function, it
identifies the moonlighting function for 28 proteins. Figure 2
shows an example of a successful match for fatty acid
multifunctional protein (MFP) where PiSITE identifies both
canonical and moonlighting functions. Moreover, using the
SwissPDBViewer tool, both functions can be structurally
mapped with a good RMSD. PiSITE alone cannot disclose

as many multifunctional proteins as overlapping PSI-BLAST
and PPI databases, but it can support putative hits as true
positives upon running those programs and, interestingly,
suggest a location of the moonlighting function.

Discussion
Prediction of moonlighting proteins should be very useful for
researchers when designing knockout experiments because
they might have off-target or side effects owing to
moonlighting proteins with hidden phenotypic traits.

Globally, remote homology algorithm PSI-BLAST per-
forms well, but in real situations it is difficult for the
researcher to pick out the best hits from a large output.
As described above, combining different bioinformatics
algorithms for protein sequence analysis can help to reduce
the targets and disclose putative moonlighting proteins.
The best approach is to combine interactomics databases
with PSI-BLAST outputs, although, at present, it has to be
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Figure 2 Example of the PiSite result for fatty acid multifunctional protein (MFP)

Here, a significant level of structural similarity to two already solved PDB structures representing the canonical and

moonlighting function areas was found. This allows for structural superposition and it is very useful to map both functions.

The key active residues involved in the canonical and moonlighting functions are depicted in the ‘ball-and-stick’ format and

coloured yellow.

carried out by manual inspection. This combination leads
to the prediction of ∼50 % of the moonlighting proteins,
albeit from a database of proteins previously demonstrated
to be multitasking. Two additional approaches described
previously can help us to consider a protein hit that comes
from the methods described as a true positive moonlighting
protein. One of them is the alignment with known 3D
structures, which in addition helps to map both functions,
and amino acid mutation correlation which can suggest clues
to the evolution of multifunctionality when compared with
monofunctional examples in the family. The second one is
the mutation correlation analysis applied to enolases. In this
case, the structure of the enolase is shaped to complement
plasminogen, which does not happen with other proteins of
the pathogen, although probably the original enolase lacks
some of the correct amino acids for allowing a sufficiently
strong union. In this case, we can see that we need between
five and ten concurrent mutations for the adaptation to
occur, but this would eventually involve restructuring other
regions of the protein not directly related to the newly
acquired function, but maintaining the structure and folding.
Enolase has a secondary function that appears quite often
in different micro-organisms and this protein allows us to
test whether the acquisition of a new multifunctionality is a
frequently occurring phenomenon or not. If this only occurs

very occasionally, the repetition of the same function will
be linked to the similarity among the different proteins,
indicating that this function has emerged from a common
ancestor of the micro-organisms containing these enolases.
In the opposite case, if none of the proteins share this extra
function with any closely related sequence, this could mean
that multifunctionality is a frequent event in evolution. The
result of these analyses is more consistent with the second
hypothesis. This is not a conclusive result, but an interesting
clue in the sense that the current list of multifunctional
proteins is only a minimal representation of what we
expect.

At the present state of the art, the bioinformatics analysis
is better for checking specific protein cases in which the
researcher suspects the possibility of it being a moonlighting
protein from experimental results or paradoxes. Protein
function prediction is a daunting task, therefore it is even
more daunting when the protein is multifunctional.
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